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(Pocket-fluff) - Sky has launched a set-top box that allows you to turn any crusty old TV with an HDMI connector into something capable of getting movies, sports and BBC iPlayer. All via the Internet, all for a tenner. It can't be that easy, can it? With a footprint no bigger than a pub drinks mat, and with the height of a medium burger, it measures in at a trim 84 x 84 x 24mm. All the minimal Now TV box needs
is a power source and an HDMI cable to make it useful. Tech lovers may be able to tell that this box is a rebadged Roku: the design is akin to its current range of devices, and it's small and discreet. At the back is the power outlet, an HDMI connector and A/V output. That's it. There is no power button. Unlike many of these diddy boxes, now the TV box is gloss white with a blue base. The branding is subtle,
but the white and blue are part of Sky's corporate colours, and the now TV logo is embossed on top, but it's discreet and doesn't stand out too much. This certainly doesn't look like a massive but subversive ad for Sky. The included remote control is just as unimaginative or uninspiring, but has all the buttons you need to make things work. Again, it's the same as Roku remote control - no surprises there.
Plug it in, plug it in your TV, and go through the easy-to-follow setup procedure. Since you've probably already collected, connect this device to your wireless network. It's easy, and the on-screen keyboard lets you turn in your details. Pocket-lint Box needs you to be a Now TV account holder. However, you don't have to be a paying Now TV subscriber for it to work. All you have to do is create an account,
put it in the box, and feel free to use it for all the other services without giving Sky a single penny. One of the charms of Now TV - as with Netflix and Lovefilm - you can turn on and off month by month - is great for school holidays or Christmas, and so you don't get a dead box if you stop paying for movies. Once you've created your account and are ready to watch movies, it's pretty easy stuff. The interface
is laid out simply, and is designed to be very easy to use with Now TV, Sky News, BBC iPlayer, BBC New, and Demand 5. These services are only an icon click away. For those who feel the urge to explore further, there is also the Roku Channel Store, and this offers additional services like flickr, Spotify, blinkx, Fox News, TuneIn radio, Vevo, Picasa, and many more. Pocket-lintThose thinks they can be
clever and get Netflix, the brilliant Plex, Angry Birds and other subtleties, not get excited – Sky has disabled these services here. That said, having access to BBC iPlayer, Now TV, Demand 5 and Sky News for a tenner is still welcome and Sky has openly said it plans to add and offer more services over the coming months. Now TV's pricing structure is still somewhat confusing, due to all the offers that are
available. If you read this review before April 4, 2017, you'll be the first to read the review. then you can sign up for Now TV for the next 6 months for £15. If you've missed this deal, you can get Now TV free for the first 30 days, then £8.99 for the next three months before you pay £15 a month thereafter. You can of course pay £15 a month straight out, or you can find another deal somewhere else. As Now
just celebrated its first birthday, Sky is clearly pushing for more customers. When we asked the tv station about how Now was doing, we were told that the recording for the service was strong. For sports fans, the Now TV box also allows you to buy daily passes to Sky Sports for £9.99. That's right, pretty much a tenner a day for sports. It is obviously not designed for constant use, but for very occasional
forays into major sporting events on Sky. The now TV interface is very easy to navigate and the simple remote control only helps make things easy to do. The movie selection is the same as the one available to Sky Movie subscribers, and here it is divided into easy to find and manage areas as new in, most popular, must see, genres, collections, and live. Live is a live feed from Sky's Movie channels, and
it's perfect for those who are too lazy to find out what they want to watch but need suggestions. Pocket-lintUnlike Netflix, which has focused on TV shows like House of Cards and Breaking Bad, the focus here is a constantly moving catalog of great movies that you'll always be eager or excited to watch. It's not an archive service, so don't expect to find exactly what you want, this is a service that rotates
current movies before they are available on other on-demand services. The now TV box supports HD streaming, but currently NOW TV only streams in SD. It's not ideal, but if you've got a slow internet connection it means you don't have to worry. BBC iPlayer supports HD itself. Sky Sports' daily pass into Now TV gives you access to Sky Sports 1, Sky Sports Ashes - at the moment, although it will return to
Sky Sports 2 when cricket is over - Sky Sports 3, Sky Sports 4, Sky Sports F1 and Sky Sports News.On the UK terrestrial tv side of things you get the BBC and Channel Five's catch up services. If you are not fussed about movies or sports, this is the main reason to buy the box. For £10 you get BBC iPlayer for your old non smart TV and Demand 5 brings things like CSI, Neighbours, and The Walking Dead.
With Demand 5, you can often catch up on some shows and watch all the episodes from the current series. Pocket-fluffDepion depending on your connection, streaming speed is almost instantaneous, and the quality, although SD, in most cases is still good enough to enjoy if you're not an HD snob. Add the above with services like TuneIn radio and flickr or Picasa to turn your TV into something more than
just a big black screen in the living room, and there's plenty of potential – we still just can't get over the price. We are very impressed with of now TV box, although would have liked HD streaming given the box can be 720p HD - as proven by the BBC iPlayer app. It's really a criticism of Sky's Now television service rather than the capacity of the box, so here's hoping that the broadcaster fixes it in the future -
we're pretty sure it's working on it. As for the box itself, the menus are responsive, the interface easy to use, and the overall experience that we would recommend to all the entrants who want to expand their TV viewing beyond freeview on the cheap. Those who want more services like Netflix can easily opt for the £50 Roku LT box, but that's £40 more than this Sky box. Verdict If you haven't got a Smart TV
and are looking to add movies or more likely BBC iPlayer to it, this is the best way on the market to do that, especially given the price of now the TV box. Yes, there are other more comprehensive systems out there like the Apple TV, or Roku's more advanced boxes, but when it comes to bang for the buck, now the TV box is hard to beat. This is a tenner well used even if you have no plans to use Sky's
Now TV service. Written by Stuart Miles. If you're an Android user, Android TV is a great way to bring your mobile operating system (and your favorite apps) to the big screen. And if you want to get more from your Android TV box, this is a collection of few tips and tricks to help supercharge your experience. RELATED: What is Android TV and which Android TV Box should I buy? If you're really looking for
more information about Android TV (and which box to buy), this post is probably not for you... Yet. First, I'll take a look at what Android TV is all about, along with a few recommendations from some of the best Android TV boxes on the market right now. Then come back here and start fine-tuning. Re-arranging your apps RELATED: How to organize apps on Android TV 6.0 and Above Like on your phone,
you can pick and choose the order of your apps on Android TV as long as your box runs Android 6.0 and above. It's actually really easy to do: Long press the icon you want to move, When the screen turns gray, move the icon around, use select button to drop the icon. Tap Done. That's all there is to it. If you want a more in-depth look at re-arranging home screen icons, check out our primer. Expand your
device's storage: How to add more storage to your Android TV for apps and games If there's one negative thing to say about most Android TV boxes, they don't have enough internal storage. Fortunately, you can use an external hard drive on most Android TV boxes to add more storage space, or even an SD card on certain models to make the expansion process even easier. Unfortunately, there isn't a
general method here – it all depends on what your device supports. The good news is that we have an excellent tutorial on adding an external hard drive to your Android TV device, so you shouldn't have any problems there. And if your device has an SD card slot, well, just drop one in and it as internal storage using the lower half of the above Boom. Sideload Apps That Are Not in Play Store RELATED:
How to Sideload Apps on Android TV One of the nicest things about Android is the flexibility to install available apps outside the official store, this is called sideloading. Although it's super straightforward on Android phones and tablets, it's a little more complicated on Android TV. In short, go to Settings &gt; Security &amp; Restrictions to enable Unknown Sources, and then install ES File Explorer from the
Play Store. From there, you can grab APKs from your Dropbox or Google Drive folder and install them directly on your TV. Check out our full tutorial for the complete step-by-step. Install Kodi and Use Add Ons RELATED: How to install and configure add-ons in Kodi If you really want to supercharge your Android TV, there's no better way to do it than use Kodi. While the app itself is under constant scrutiny
for being labeled a piracy application, it is actually a very powerful, legitimate media center program that can turn your Android TV device into something good for something great. While we don't have a post specifically aimed at Android TV, Kodi is pretty much the same across all compatible devices. You can install it directly from the Play Store, and then use this post to learn about its add-on system. As an
aside, you can also set the SHIELD Android TV up as a Plex Media server, which is very cool. Control Android TV with your phone One of the main reasons I prefer Android TV over Chromecast is because of its dedicated remote control- I just like being able to control it in a more traditional way. However, if you don't have your remote at your fingertips, or if it gets lost or broken, you're not entirely out of luck
— you can actually control Android TV directly from your phone. Simply install the Android TV Remote Control app on your phone, fire it up, connect to your Android TV box, and bam, you just got a new remote. This is also a great way to enter larger text strings using your phone's keyboard. It was so little. This is definitely not a be-all-end-all list of the cool and useful things you can do with Android TV, but
rather a list of some of the most useful features for both long-time and new users. In other words, if you want to up your Android TV game, these tips are a good place to start. Start.
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